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NEW P6701 
450 to 1050 nm, DC to 700 MHz 

NEW P6702 
1000 to 1700 nm, DC to 500 MHz 

NEW P6751 
Spatial Input Head 

* Optical Oscilloscope 

* Average and Puise Power Meier 

The Tektronix P6701/P6702 are optical 
probes that allow the user to receive op- 
tical signais and convert them to elec- 

trical signals for convenient analysis on 
Tektronix oscilloscopes equipped with the 

TEKPROBE'™*! interface or any other 
oscilloscope when used in conjunction 

with a Tektronix power suppiv/TEKPROBE 
interface udapter. The conversion is 

linear, DC coupled, calibrated, and of 
high bandwidth. 

tlse of the FRKPROBE™ interface 
allows the oscilloscope to supply power 
ta the probe, automatically determine 

and display the proper »cale factor (in 
milliwatts of optical power) and set the 
input termination to the required 450 
ohms. An oscilloscope-controlled  cali- 

brated offset of O to 1 mW is also available 

through this interface. 

The P670L/P6702 provides 4 calibrated 
means uf analog analvsis of optical signals 
in the waveiength range +50 ta 1050 nm 

(P6701) and 1000 to 1700 nm (P6702) thus 
cornbining the functions of an uptical 

power ineter with the high-speed analog 
waveform analysis capability of un 

oscillos in one instrument. The user 

has the capability of acquiring, display- 
ing and analyzing mixed analog and 
digital, vptical and electrical signals 

simuitaneousiy. 

Hach probe is contained in an oscilloscope 
prohe-size compensation box and mounts 

directly to an 11000 series oscilloscope 
plug-in, thus requiring no bench space. 
Cptical signal input is through a standard 

SMA or uptional FC fiber optic cable con- 
tector mounted ont the front af the 
COWIVEr>LER, 

The P6751 Spatial Input Head is a turn- 

able jens system for sampling optical 
energy from any source and delivering it 

via a fiber optic cable to the P670L P6702 
ti 

i oscopes. “! Tektronia (1000-Ser 
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TO ELECTRICAL 

wptical to electrical converter, The P6751 
is easily mounted using standard optical 

bench fixtures. The Spatial Input Head 
cat. be adjusted (500 to 1500 nm) by the 

user to ep ttimize the amount of optical 
energy sampled and delivered to the 
PETOl/PETOD, The P6751 has a siatidard 
SMA fiber optic cable connector. Also 

vailable are a series of fiber optic jumper 
cables for interfacing the PATOL, P6702, 

and P6751) with other mdustry standard 

optical fiber connectors. 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

Applications range from measuring the 
transient optical properties of lasers, 
LEDs, electro-optic modulators, flash- 

lamps, etc, to the development, manu- 
facturing, and maintenance of fiber optic 
control networks, iocal area networks 

iLANs), optical disk devices. and high- 
speed fiber optic communications 
systems, As an example, eight P67O1s/ 
P6702s coupled with two 11A34 ampiifier 

plug-ins and an 11000-series oscilloscope 

can be configured as an 8-channel optical 
oscilloscope! 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
P6701 Optical-to-electrical couyerter 

Includes: standard SMA input connector; 

ryving case (016-0156-03): instruction manual 
(070-6465-00), 

Option Gi—FC input connector 

P6702 Optical-to-ciectrical converter F 

includes; Standard SMA input. connector: car- 
trying case (016-0156-04) and instruction 
manual (070- 6465-001, 

Option OL—FC input connector, 

P6751 Spatial Input Head * 

Inciudes: Adjustmeut tool and instruction 

sheet, 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 

Optical Cables—2 merers, 1u0/140 micron 
SMA to SMA Order 174-0879-00 BoOMO 

SMA to Diamond 3.5 
Crder 174-0877-00 

SMA to FC Order 174-0878-00 

SMA to Biconic 
Cirder 174-O880-00 

SMA to ST Order 174-0876-00 

r power supply ThKPROBE inter ACE 

adapter available the first quarter ap LU8s. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
P6701 P6702 

Wavelength response ta 1050 nm 4000 ta +700 nm 

Bandwidth OU MHz 

Risetime : aS 

Conversion Gain ~ + VimW at 880 nm 7 VimW at 1300 nm 

Calibrated Otfset 0-1 mw OA mw 

Max Input Optical Power id mw iQ mW 

Power Requirements TekPROBE™ Interiace JekPROBE™ Intertace 
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